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Africa matters!
Questions to ask members of the new Congress

can sometimes make a difference by letting lawmakers
know they have constituents who care about Africa. And
lawmakers can pose hard questions to administration
officials even when they don't take legislative action. But
if there is silence from voters, politicians and officials will
assume they can keep on with business as usual and focus
on other issues with more vocal constituencies. Whatever
you do, the important thing is to raise the visibility of
African issues.

In the last two years, the debate in Washington about
Africa has centered on what has been touted as a
"paradigm shift" from aid to trade and investment. This
shift found expression in the Africa Growth and
Opportunity Act, which failed to secure passage.

As the legislative review of the 10S'h Congress that
appears in this issue discusses, Africa advocacy groups
were split in response to the bill, and the Washington
Office on Africa is now joining with others to envision a
more progressive alternative for the 106th Congress.
Instead of debating "trade versus aid," we believe that
those concerned with building a prosperous Africa should
try to shift the discussion by asking what mix of public and
private investment can foster sustainable and equitable
growth. For example, public investment in health,
education and the advancement of women in Africa
should not be seen simply as a question of aid. Such
investments are in fact prerequisites for economic advance.
Drastic cuts in African government budgets in these
sectors not only impose suffering but also slow the
creation of a healthy, educated populace that can build
national economies.

With a new Congress to take office in January, we
need a framework for giving serious attention to
African concerns. True, President Clinton's trip

to Africa this past spring provided a unique opportunity to
layout what Assistant Secretary of State for Africa Susan
Rice called a "new vision for Africa" and a "new
partnership" with Africa. But despite these encouraging
signals, Africa has resumed its place near the bottom of
the foreign policY!lgenda.

The trip itself reflected problems with the
administration's policy. It was marred by promotion of
simplistic free-market solutions to Africa's economic woes.
The message on U.S. support for democracy was
ambivalent. The President apologized for failure to
respond to the Rwandan genocide but offered no coherent
commitment on responding to ongoing violent conflict in
the Great Lakes region.

After the trip, the escalating crisis in the Congo, with
profound regional implications, apparently caught the
Administration by surprise. Then Washington's response
to the terrorist attack in August on U.S. embassies in Dar
es Salaam and Nairobi quickly sidelined the "partnership"
theme. In Congress, levels of development assistance to
Africa continued their discouraging slide. The African
trade bill, controversial among Africa advocates
throughout its legislative journey, failed. Few in Congress
talked about meaningful steps to alleviate Africa's
international debt.

Policy-makers need to confront the hard questions of
how the United States can be helpful, rather than harmful
or irrelevant, as Africans struggle to achieve widely-shared
economic advance, democratic rights for all, and durable
peace. We urge you to find occasions to ask questions
such as the following to members of the next Congress,
especially new members of Congress. Even a few letters
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The "Stony Point" dialogue continues
Africa Education Program. This program
itinerated church leaders from southern Africa,
sponsored study tours of South Africa, and
produced five consultations on southern
African issues.

The 1998 conference was one of a series
of events celebrating Stony Point's 50th

anniversary. Key speakers and facilitators
included Mercy Oduyoye of the Ecumenical
Association of Third World Theologians;
Timothy Njoya, a prominent Presbyterian
leader from Kenya; Ngoy Daniel Mulanda
Nyanga of the All Africa Conference of
Churches; Jennifer Davis of the American
Committee on Africa; and J on Chapman, Chair
of the Africa Committee of the NCCC.

The 1999 Washington Conference

Early in September the Africa Committee
of the National Council of Churches of Christ
(NCCC) encouraged WOA's involvement in a
Washington conference designed to relate
theological understandings of economic justice
with the current debate over aid, trade and debt.
This seems especially relevant, given the Jubilee
2000 movement, further aid reductions, and the
failure of the Africa Growth and Opportunity
Act to secure passage. What, conference
participants will be asked, constitutes justice in
American-African economic relationships?

Plans are now underway for the
conference. We trust it will be an important
time for reflection, study and action-planning in
partnership with African colleagues. Perhaps
you might place the dates, Friday, June 4th to
Sunday, June 6th, on your calendar now.

The international ecumenical conference at
the Stony Point Center provided an opportunity

for participants, many with long
experience in African affairs, to
explore such key topics as economic
development, democratization, human
rights, and the role of women. Its title
- Africa in Perspective: Prospects and
Possibilities - The Role ofthe Church in a
New Africa - captures both its breadth
and its focus upon the particular
contribution of the churches.

Stony Point has long had a close
relationship with Africa. In 1986 the
Center sponsored "The Church's
Response to Apartheid" conference,

set within the context of the World Council of
Churches' Programme to Combat Racism. The
following year the Center joined with
Presbyterian moderators from throughout the
north-east which led to the Center's Southern

When over 100 Africans and North
Americans traveled to Stony Point,
New York, this past May, they were

both honoring the history of this Presbyterian
center's role in Africa's historic struggles and
looking toward new possibilities for partnership
and solidarity in confronting Africa's
contemporary needs.

Now, with the Stony Point Center, the
Washington Office on Africa has been asked to
host a similar gathering in 1999, focusing upon
economic justice issues. The consultation is
scheduled for Washington onJune 4-6.

Stony Point Conferences

What
constitutes
justice in
American-

African·
economzc
relations?

WASHINGTON Noms ONAFRICA is published three times a year by the WASHINGTON OFFICE ON AFRICA, 212 East Capitol Street,
Washington, DC 20003. We are a not-for-profit advocacy organization seeking to articulate and promote a just American policy toward Africa. We
monitor Congressional legislation and executive policies and actions and issue action alerts to advance progressive legislation and policy. We seek to work
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"Commitment to a just American policy toward Africa":
WOA names Leon Spencer new executive director

Leon Spencer. WOA 's new executive director

Bya unanimous vote ifits Board ifDirectors, the Washington
OJfite on Africa has selected Leon Spenter, an Epismpalpriest with
a doctorate in Afritan history and long experiente both in Afrita and
in justite lvork, to serve as WOA snew Exetutive Director. He
began his work this pastJulY. Here he answers some questions about
his hopesfor WOA.

If'lJat is your vision for the Washington Office on
Africa underyour leadership?

At the core of all that the Washington Office on
Africa does is a commitment to justice in Africa and to a
just American policy
toward Africa. That was
the touchstone when
our focus was upon
liberation in southern
Africa, it has been the
standard when our
concerns shifted
continent-wide, and it
will remain mine.

How we articulate
that vision is, of course,
the challenge. I hope
that WOA will sustain
its reputation for
thoughtful analysis of
African issues, timely tracking of African-related legislation
and policy developments, and effective appeals for action.

I hope that WOA will listen well to colleagues in
Africa and to grassroots activists in the United States, for I
believe in partnership as a substantive and meaningful
concept. I reaffirm WOA's long-standing commitment to
networking with kindred spirits both as evidence of
solidarity and as a prescription for effectiveness. The.
Lund Principle, well-known in ecumenical circles, that we
"do nothing separately than can be done together," is
important to me.

How does that vision translate into WOA's priorities?

Much of what an advocacy organization does is
necessarily re-active. If a discouraging Africa-related bill
appears before Congress, we have a responsibility to invest
energy into advocacy against that bill, even though our
priorities may lie elsewhere.

My hope, however, is that WOA will also be able to
be pro-active, especially as concerns economic justice. The
miserliness of our foreign aid, the hesitancy to deal
effectively with international debt issues, and the narrow

free-market prescription to economic "reform" are all
justice issues which have a stunning impact upon African
societies. I have no illusions about American political
realities as they relate to these issues, but if WOA is to

speak for a just American relationship with Africa, these
are key priorities.

Regional concerns vary with circumstances, of course,
but the current crisis in the Congo has such a profound
affect around the continent, it deserves our attention. We
also need to monitor developments in Nigeria.

How do you understand WOA's ties with churches?

At this stage in our history, all ofWOA's sponsoring
organizations are churches. They are faith communities
committed to justice in Africa, and they look to WOA to
provide guidance in Washington-based advocacy. WOA is
committed to providing this service in a manner that
respects both our own integrity as an organization and the
needs of churches to advocate in terms that honor who
they are. I consider this not only appropriate but natural.

Does that viewlimit WOA's voice?

No. I am aware that some dear friends ofWOA are
concerned that WOA remain an African advocacy
organization supported by churches rather than be an
ecumenical organization doing African advocacy. There
are important nuances to that concern, but I know of no
evidence whatsoever that the strength ofWOA's advocacy
- its "prophetic voice", to use church terms - has been
restricted by its partnership with the churches. I would
argue instead that it has been enhanced, and I expect these
positive bonds to continue and grow.

If'lJat is WOA's relationship with the Africa Policy
Information Center (APIC)?

APIC is the old Washington Office on Africa
Education Fund, and WOA and APIC spent most of our
organizational lives closely linked. We are now separate
organizations, no longer sharing the same office space and
the same executive director. I deeply respect the regrets
that some with strong ties to WOA and APIC hold that
this is now the reality. But it is, and what I fully expect to
happen is that we will work together in a complementary
and harmonious fashion. APIC is well-led and staffed
with gifted people, and we both have excellent boards. All
of us with commitment to justice in Africa can, I think,
celebrate the gifts that both APIC and WOA can bring to
the cause.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE ON AFRICAN ISSUES

JOSh Congress fails to act on African trade bill

A s our lead story on questions to ask Members of
Congress suggests, this has been a challenging year
for Africa advocates, and nothing reveals the

challenges as fully as the saga of this Congress' African
legislation. At the center was the Africa trade bill,
suggesting hopefully that the United States was prepared
to treat Africa more seriously than has been its custom.
Regrettably, the Africa trade bill followed a torturous route
before ultimately failing to secure passage, an outcome that
many of us found to be for the best anyway.

Meanwhile, the Africa: Seeds of Hope Act - the
agricultural and rural development bill upon which Bread
for the World worked so commitedly - secured passage
after intense lobbying during the last days of this Congress.
The Foreign Operations Appropriations bills reflected the
continued reticence of the American government to
provide adequate foreign aid appropriations, and the
African Development Foundation was especially hard hit.

The African Growth and OpportunityAct

This was the most difficult challenge that those of us
seeking a just American policy toward Africa faced in this
Congress. It divided the Africa advocacy community, for
it contained both positive and negative features to such a
degree that we were left struggling with where we should
stand on what was informally known as the "Africa trade
bill."

Rep. Philip Crane (R-Illinois) introduced the African
Growth and Opportunity Act, under that name, and with
over 50 sponsors, it passed the House in March (HR
1432). Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Indiana) introduced a similar
measure in the Senate (S 778), and in July it became part of
the proposed Trade and Tariff Act of 1998 (S 2400). That
bill not only contained much of the African Growth and
Opportunity Act as passed in the House; it also contained
a variety of other things, such as the controversial "fast
track" authority and an extension of the Caribbean Basin
Trade Initiative. This Senate bill was reported out of the
Senate Finance Committee and placed on the Senate's
legislative calendar in September, but the entire effort fell
victim to the frenetic bargaining over the omnibus
appropriations bills in the final weeks of this Congress.

The original African Growth and Opportunity
Act, drafted largely by Rep. Jim McDermott's office (D
Washington), afftrmed as policy "the support of the
Congress for the economic self-reliance of sub-Saharan
African countries committed to economic and political
reform." The bill established eligibility requirements for
African nations to secure the benefits of the act, created an
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equity fund and an infrastructure fund, set up a United
States-Africa Trade and Economic Cooperation Forum,
directed the administration to develop a plan to enter into
free trade agreements with African nations, extended the
Generalized System of Preferences for African nations to
the year 2008, and created a new post of Assistant United
States Trade Representative for Africa.

In a very real sense this Act showed an American
inclination to treat Africa seriously, and we at WOA
welcomed that sign. The trouble was that the House
version established eligibility requirements that spoke in
such an unduly restrictive way, demanding free market and
structural adjustment commitments at the expense of
social well-being and the common good. The Senate
version addressed the issue of eligibility in positive ways.
Unfortunately, it also removed references to U.S. aid and
to international debt issues, which we considered
obviously interrelated with economic development. We
feared that an emphasis upon free market "reform" would
deny the continued need for aid assistance and debt
remission. The Senate also yielded to a strong textile lobby
and added a requirement that African nations, in order to
secure duty-free entry for textiles, had to use U.S.-made
fabric and thread, which virtually removed any benefits to
Africa.

Both the Congressional Black Caucus and non
governmental Africa advocacy groups were split in
response to the bill. TransAfrica offered a strong critical
voice in opposition to the Act, maintaining that "a harmful
bill on Africa is worse than no bill at all." The National
Council of Churches and the Chair of its Africa
Committee - while expressing some concerns about
particular provisions - actively sought passage, declaring
that passage would mean "that the United States, in
partnership with Africans, will be able to contribute
constructively to Africa's economic recovery and political
renaissance."

For many proponents, the point was to counter
Africa's marginalization by rejecting the "aid seen as
welfare" model and insist on Africa's incorporation into
the economic mainstream. Most opponents rejected that
mainstream model as damaging to African grassroots
interests and Africa's long-term development prospects.
Black Caucus chair Rep. Maxine Waters (D-California)
commented that both sides should recognize that the bill
was neither "the best thing" nor "the worst thing" that
could happen for Africa.

ll:) continued on the next page



LEGISLATIVE UPDATE ON AFRICAN ISSUES

Africa: Seeds ofHope secures last-minute passage;
African Development Foundation funds cut again

f0 continuedfrom previouspage

Toward the end we at the Washington Office on
Africa shared the view of the Africa Trade Working Group
- consisting of various church-related advocacy. .
organizations critical of the bill- that the negatives of this
Act outweighed the positives. We urged the removal of
the Senate's textile provisions and separation of "fast
track" authority from the Africa bill so that the Africa bill
could be judged on its own merits. We also urg~d that In

conference committee Senators and Representatives
advocate and accept the more helpful Senate standards for
eligibility and the House references to debt and aid. None
of that, ultimately, mattered.

Now we are engaged in discussions, through the
Africa Trade Working Group, of the qualities we would
want to see in a "good" Africa trade bill introduced into
the next Congress. Quality work had been done by the
group in the last several years. We ~re "re-visiting" earlier
findings in the light of recent exper~ence, ~o ~a~we can
offer an alternative to the present bill, which is likely to be
re-introduced, largely in its current form.

The .Afi:ica: Seeds ofHope Act

Thanks largely to Bread for the World, the Africa:
Seeds of Hope Act (HR 4283 ~nd S 2283) passed i~ the
waning hours of the 105th Congress. The A~t provides
support for sustainable and broad-bas~dagncultural and
rural development in sub-Saharan Afnca. Both the House
and Senate acted by unanimous consent.

A thoughtful bill, Africa: Seeds of Hope a~~es~es

food security issues, encourages grassroots partiCipation at
all phases of Africa Food Security Ini.tia~ve projects, and
mandates involvement of local orgaruzations and
institutions that have expertise in addressing the needs of
rural workers and farmers. There are provisions for
micro-enterprise assistance, support for women's
initiatives, assistance to cooperative marketing
associations, and loans for private agricultural and rural
development. It also provides for ways to replenish ~e
Bill Emerson Humanitarian International Food Secunty
Trust and to release such food commodities to developing
nations.

During the course of its consideration, WOA issued
several action alerts in support of the bill.

The House version of Africa: Seeds of Hope garnered
106 co-sponsors during the year, and the companion bill in
the Senate had 23. The bill's lead sponsors were Rep.

Doug Bereuter (R-Nebraska), Rep. Lee Hamilton (D
Indiana), Sen. Mike DeWine (R-Ohio) and Sen. Paul
Sarbanes (D-Maryland).

The Foreign Operations Appropriations BiJ1

The United States is notorious for its miserly
approach to foreign aid - humanitarian assistance to
poorer nations around the world to assist with health,
education, food, grassroots economic development, and
the like. Appropriations for fiscal year 1999 continue this
discouraging reality.

At the same time, the flnal appropriations bill (HR
4328), passed on Congress' last night with many members
in ignorance of what the massive bill actually contained,
rejected many of the harsh Senate proposals. For example,
the Senate originally had zero funding for the African
Development Foundation, then pencilled in $8 million, a
43% cut from 1998. The final figure was$ll million - not
what is needed for this positive effort to provide support
to grassroots participatory non-governmental groups in
Africa, but not the senatorial disaster it might have been.

Similarly, the Senate proposed slashing the African
Development Fund to $5 million, a far cry from the
administration's request for $155 million. Ultimately the
House figure for the Fund, which works with the World
Bank to provide multi-lateral lending for infrastructure and
other projects, held at $128 million.

US AID development assistance worldwide actually
increased by $15 million over 1998, to $1,225,000,000. No
funds were specifically earmarked for Africa, but earlier the
administration included $730 million for Africa, the House
kept the figure proportional to fiscal year 1998, and the
Senate agreed to provide no less than $500 million.

The administration's request for debt relief worldwide
was $72 million. The House reduced it to $36 million; the
Senate, to $25 million. The final figure was $33 million.
Sub-Saharan African nations may have access to $28.7
million with an additional $1.4 million for the Heavily
Indebt~d Poor Counties Initiative (HIPC) through the
Paris Club worldwide, including Africa. (The remaining
$2.9 million is designated for reforming the foreign credit
reporting system.)

In a footnote to the appropriations package, Congress
prohibited aid to the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
excepting democracy-building and rule-of-Iaw programs,

11;) <'On/inJled on page 8
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Africa matters! Questions to ask members ofthe new Congress

f;0 continuedfrom page 1

In this context, we need to ask whether the U.S. is
paying its fair share of these crucial investments, and
examine the variety of constructive roles US. public and
private institutions can play. The US. currently ranks last
among industrialized countries in per-capita development
aid.

Building democracy

There is a substantial consensus among Washington
officials and African civil society on political goals,
including democracy, the rule of law, human rights,
participation, and accountable governments. In a 1997

address to the Organization of African Unity, UN.
Secretary General Kofi Annan declared that "human rights
are African rights, and I call upon you to ensure that all
Africans are able fully to enjoy them." Official US. policy
concurs.

The President's trip, however, revealed
inconsistencies. Calls for the President to speak out clearly
on democracy in Nigeria fell on deaf ears. Clinton
celebrated Africa's "new leaders" but did not stress the
need to advance democracy on multiple fronts. Many U.S.
officials still argue that economic advance will
automatically bring progress in other areas, or that human

Jl;) continued on the nextpUf,e

Partnership for development

5. What measures doyoupropose to increase Africa's share in US. trade and investment, and whatguidelines
doyou propose to protect workers' rights and the environment?

6. How wouldyou support a dialogue about developmentpolides in Africa that includes Afri(an and US.
dtizens'groups as well as business andgovernment oJIidals? Doyou agree that the "'onditionsfor Afri(an
countries' a((CSs to internationaljinan(e should be worked out in dialogue rather than imposed ry ''structural
acfjustment"pa(kages?

7. Doyou support (an(ellation ofthe debts ofAfri(a 5poorest (Ountries, as advo(ated ry the Jubilee 2000
ca'!Jpaign? Ifnot, what measures doyoupropose to ease Africa's debt burden?

8. Doyou believe that the US. shouldpqy itsfair share ofinternational investment in health, education and
other developmentprYJgra~s for African countries? Iff0, wqat step~ ~oul1YoU take to bn:ng this about?

Building dt:mocracy
=

5. How can the US. provide support to Afri(ans working to build democrary and oppose repressive regimes?
6. How (an the US. support and learnfrom the growing dialogue among governments, multilateral

organizations, and dvil sociery groups in Africa?
7. How doyou think the US. (an best support demo"tary and human rights in [name here an Afri(an "YJuntry

you are (oncerned about]?
8. Doyou supportpressure on the Nigerian military regime to implement itspromisefor a return to dvilian rule

ry earlY 1999 and to restorefull democrati( rights?

..-
5. Doyou want the US. to sign and ratify the International Treary to Ban Landmines, whi(h be(omes

international law in Mar(h 1999?
What measures doyou suggest to ensure that US. arms and military training are notprovided to regimes
guilry ofmqjor human rights abuses, and do notfuel (o1iflicts in Africa?

7. Doyou supportfullpqyment ofu.s. amars to the United Nations peacekeeping budget, as well as other
UN. dues? Ifnot, wf?y not?

8. How doyou think the US. (an best supportAfri(anpeate-making initiatives, includinggrassroots efforts as
well as regional and continental diplomary?

6.

..,--,

Peace and security
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Poliry-makers need to
confront the hard
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United States can be
helpfu4 -rather than

hannfulorirrekvan0
as Africans struggle to
achieve widelY-shared

economic advance,
democratic rightsfor al4

and durable peace.
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rights issues should be downplayed for
diplomatic expediency.

The political situation in Nigeria has now
changed, and many observers hope that the
current military regime will keep its pledge of a
transition to democracy. But others are skeptical.
Repressive legislation remains in place, while
discontent in the oil-producing areas continues to
grow. The need for outside pressure and support
for democracy in Nigeria remains high.

The same is true of countries around the
continent. Standards of human rights need to be
applied across the board. And support for civil
society as well as accountable government
institutions needs to be on the agenda for U.S.
involvement in every region of Africa.
Democracy is not made by a few leaders or a few
elections; it is built through institutional change at
many levels.

Support for democracy may mean sanctions,
limitations on aid, high-proftle diplomatic
statements, fmancial support for pro-democracy
groups, or "quiet diplomacy," as well as
cooperation with reform-minded African leaders.
No "one-size-fits-all" approach will work.
Instead, U.S. policy towards different African
countries should be informed by a wide-ranging
dialogue with African civil society, not only with
top-level political leaders and the private sector.

Peace and security

African opinion and U.S. officials generally agree
on peace and security goals. Despite the
persistence of conflict in many countries, the
overwhelming demand of civil society groups is
for peace. Church groups, women's groups,
human rights organizations and conflict
resolution groups advocate negotiation and
compromise. Disgust with leaders who fmd
ideological or ethnic excuses for continuing
conflicts is a powerful sentiment in almost all
African countries. While many Africans deplore
the unilateral U.S. response to last summer's
terrorist bombings, there is little popular support
for terrorist strategies even in countries where
such armed groups are active internally, such as
Algeria and Egypt.

The end of the Cold War saw significant
progress in negotiating resolutions to a series of
conflicts. Yet the 1990s have brought a
bewildering profusion of old and new internal
conflicts, most notably in Angola, Sudan,
Somalia, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Algeria, Burundi,

Rwanda, Congo (Brazzaville) and Congo
(D.R.C.). These include the slaughter of more
than half a million in the space of a few months
in Rwanda and massive abuses against civilians in
every country mentioned. In 1998 conventional
inter-state conflict has emerged as well with a
border dispute between former allies Ethiopia
and Eritrea.

No African nation can be isolated from the
impact of conflict in its region. The spillover of
refugees and border insecurity even from
conflicts in small countries can be significant.
Moreover, in the past month, regional
intervention has become the norm, with Uganda,
Rwanda, Namibia, Zimbabwe, and Angola all
entering into the military conflict in the giant
Congo, and South Africa entering militarily into
Lesotho. Shock waves are
felt throughout their regions.

In almost all current
African conflicts, Washington
should use its influence to
encourage negotiations that
involve all parties in a search
for compromise solutions. It
is a mistake to pick "good
guys" to receive
unconditional diplomatic
support or military aid, or to
exempt favored clients from
criticism for human rights
abuses. Above all, the U.S.
should not worsen conflicts
by providing arms or military
training to forces involved in
major human rights abuses or
escalation of hostilities. On
the other hand, policies of
isolation and exclusion should be used only in
exceptional cases where parties are guilty of
massive abuses or have a long history of
sabotaging peace agreements.

The U.S. contribution to peacemaking is
more likely to be fruitful if it is coordinated with
peacemaking by African and international
mediators. Support for peacekeeping with U.N.
or regional organiz~tions should take priority
over support for bilateral partners. U.S.
in:olvement - fmancial, diplomatic and logistical
- is often a key factor in sustaining such
multilateral operations. But the United States'
failure to pay fully its U.N. dues and arrears
undermines U.S. credibility and weakens the
U.N.'s capacity to respond to crises.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE ON AFRICAN ISSUES

Congress adopts religious freedom act, bypasses Nigeria
fG) ,'ontinuedfrom page 5

unless progress were to be made investigating and
prosecuting human rights violators.

In these ftnal weeks the Washington Offtce on Africa
issued action alerts to counter decreasing ftgures, especially
the major Senate reduction to the African Development
Foundation, which suffered extreme cuts two years ago.

The Nigerian Democracy and Civil Society
Empowerment Act

Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R-New York) introduced
what was sub-titled "A bill to promote demoljitagr-a-nd
good governance in Nigeria" (HR 3890) back in May,
encouraging the isolation of the military regime in Nigeria
and, among other things, earmarking funds for pro
democracy organizations within Nigeria.

Gen. Sani Abacha's death re-set the agenda. The
military ruler had been widely-held to be "the most brutal
and corrupt tyrant in Nigeria's history" [Africa Fund], and
therefore his death was seen as an opportunity, well
founded or not, for change. His successor, Gen.
Abdulsalam Abubakar, found himself under considerable
pressure, both within and without, to advance the
democratization process and to release all political
prisoners, Chief Moshood Abiola key among them.

Then, in July, Chief Abiola died, and Nigerians who
for so many years have sought a return to democracy and
movement toward respect for the dignity of all persons
experienced another blow to their hopes. Chief Abiola
had been well on his way to victory in the presidential
elections in June 1993 when the military regime annulled
the election. Instead he found himself imprisoned after

The Washington Office on Africa
212 East Capitol Street
Washington, DC 20003, USA

~~~~21 Q

asserting the legitimacy of his claim to the presidency.
There he languished until his death.

Since that time Gen. Abubakar has said many of the
"right" things, and in fact acted on some of his pledges.
There is much that remains to be done before elections
?ow scheduled for early 1999, but the overwhelming mood
m Congress is to wait and see if Gen. Abubakar honors his
promises for change in Nigeria. Under those
circumstances, this bill went nowhere.

The IntemationaJ Religious Freedom Act

WOA did not become involved in the effort to enact
legfslltioh dealing with religious persecution, but we note
its passage here as the Act has implications for some
situations in Africa, and Africa advocates should be aware
of it. The Sudan was frequently mentioned in discussions.

The Freedom from Religious Persecution Act (HR
2431), introduced by Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Virginia) and
Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pennsylvania), passed the House in
May. The "one-size-ftts-all" approach of the bill, which
imposed automatic sanctions, seemed to some critics to be
in~ensitive to the particular situations in which religious
ffi1?ontles fmd themselves, and some suggested it implied
a smgular concern for Christian victims. They advocated
greater flexibility, which found expression in an alternative
bill (S 1868) introduced by Sens. Don Nickles (R
Oklahoma), Joe Lieberman (D-Connecticut), and Connie
Mack (R-Florida). This legislation allows the President to
tailor American responses by selecting from various
options - from private diplomatic protest to the
imposition of calibrated economic sanctions. Congress
passed this latter bill unanimously early in October.
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